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1225 Hm

Mostly Mint Collection Balance
to 1938
Web $8,000
On Scott pages in mounts in album, starting 1857-1861 issue
with 19th Century through Bank Notes mostly used, all mint
after
that
and
reasonably
complete,
better
Washington-Franklins with coils, #467 double error in
block, 505 single error in block, later period complete, also
Special Delivery complete mint except #E8, Dues mostly
complete mint or used, a particularly fresh collection,
condition above average overall, please inspect
............................................................. Est. $12,000/15,000

6:30 PM Lots 1219 to 1529

U.S. Collections & Various
1219 H

Mint Balance of Very Extensive
Collection
Web $23,000
In hingeless album to 1934, all issues extensively represented
from 1851-57 issue on, with many certs throughout
(annotated on pages), with cat. $2,000+ on many occasion,
some condition issues on earlies as to be expected, huge cat.
value, 1887 on mostly complete, also coil mint singles and
pairs, better back of the book incl. Airs complete, Special
Delivery, Dues mostly complete, Newspapers incl. better
numbers, etc., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine, needs close inspection, excellent lot to
expand or break down for retail ............ Est. $30,000/35,000

1220

H

HH

Mint Collection 1845 to 1964
Web $14,000
Collection housed in two Platinum hingeless albums, many
unused to about 1893, noted #72, 219-229, complete
Columbians, Trans-Miss., 261A, 262, 264-278, 300-313,
decent run of Washington-Franklins, then highly complete
n.h. from 1922 to 1964, inspection is recommended,
generally fine to very fine ...................... Est. $14,000/18,000

1221

H

HH

Mint Collection 1851 to 1973
Web $12,000
O.g. or n.h., collection housed in Lighthouse hingeless
album, complete from 1926 to Presidentials and complete
Airmails to 1973, incl. six certs, early 19th Century contains
unused examples, fine to very fine ........ Est. $12,000/14,000

1222

H

HH

Extensive Mint Washington-Franklin
Collection
Web $10,000
N.h. to o.g. on homemade annotated pages, very complete
except the more expensive pieces with coil singles, pairs,
excellent selection of listed and unlisted shades (particularly
later issues), over 80 certs with grading up to 95, mint
positional multiples, incl. #523, 547a n.h., 86 certs with
grades to 95J (plus few updated) with most post 2000 and
SMQ cat. to $500+, excellent lot throughout with fresh
copies, virtually none with faults, needs careful inspection,
overall very fine, many years of acquiring hand picked items
............................................................. Est. $15,000/20,000

1223 m

1224

H

HHm

1226

H

HHm

1227 Hm

1228

H

HHm

Mint and Used Collection,
1847 to 1933
Web $8,000
Housed in hingeless National album, 19th Century mostly used,
noted #1, 2, 112-122, 145-155, complete Columbians (mint),
264-284, complete Trans-Miss. (mint), Airmails mint complete
to C18, plus Special Delivery, Officials and Newspapers,
containing five certs, generally fine ............... Est. $8,000/10,000
Two Mint and Used Collection
Web $7,500
1st Scott hingeless to 1939 mostly used until later period with
scattered until 1870-71 without grill, with Bank Notes to 90¢,
Washington-Franklins mostly used, 1918-20 offsets on
mostly mint; 2nd better collection in red Platinum album
starting #1 (2), 3P4-4P4, mostly used to 1870-71 without
grills, incl. dupl., shades, cancels, 1879 issue on mostly mint,
with occasional dupl. used, mostly complete from Columbians
(complete to $5 mint) on, no #293, extensive coil singles and
pairs with 1910-11 series on virtually all mint, Pan-Pacific
complete, also study of the #599 precancels in line pairs (112
of the 113 issued), Airs complete mint, no other back of the
book, occasional cert, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine .............. Est. $12,000/16,000
Mint and Used Collection
1847 to 1934
Web $7,500
Housed in hingeless American Heirloom album, 19th
Century primarily used, complete mint from 1927 onward,
noted #1, 2 (red cancel), 72, 112-122, complete Columbians
and Trans-Miss., Airmails to 1934 less C13-15, generally
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $7,500/8,500

1229 Hm

Two Mint and Used Collection
Web $7,000
1st bigger collection mint and used to 1920 starts with
Confederates and few Locals, with #9X1, 1-2, issues after
that reasonably complete incl. Grills, better 1869’s mint,
Bank Notes to 90¢ (with mint) incl. 1870-71 to 90¢, all mint
or used, 1890-93 issue P4’s complete, Columbians to $4,
1895 to $5 mint, Trans-Miss. to $1, study of the 1902 to
1908 issues with shades, Washington-Franklins mint or
used with flat plates, 1908 imperforate issue with vending,
coil singles and pairs with few dupl., errors, few multiples and
better pl. blocks, etc., no back-of-book; cheaper 2nd
collection in Heirloom album to 1934, earlies used starting
with 1851-57 issue, with 1869 issue complete, Bank Notes to
90¢, Columbians to $2 (mint), Washington-Franklins mint,
scattered Airs, etc., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine ............ Est. $10,000/15,000

1230 H

Classic Group of Better Items, #38/120
$7,000
About 93 better mostly used item, all on black stockcards
incl. #39 used (cert-with faults) and 2 mint, 24¢ shades, 79
mint (cert), 84 no gum (cert), 86 o.g. (cert), 89 o.g., few
proofs or essays, some certs, usual condition for this time
period, high cat., needs inspection, see lot 1223
............................................................. Est. $10,000/13,000

Classic Group of Better Items, #9X1/38
$10,000
About 76 better used item, with few later, all on black
stockcards, with #1 on cover (2), #9X1 group, large group
#1-2’s, also #19 (2), 25 o.g., 30 no gum, 37P5, etc., usual
condition for this time period, occasional cert
............................................................. Est. $12,000/15,000
Mint and Used Collection
1847 to 1944
Web $10,000
Housed in Davo hingeless album, used to 1882, incl. #1, 2,
112-122, complete Columbians, Trans-Miss., 300-313,
complete n.h. to o.g. from 1927-1944, complete Airmails and
Special Delivery to 1944, Postage Dues and Newspapers are
represented, decent run of Officials, four certs, generally fine
to very fine ........................................... Est. $10,000/12,000
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1231 Hm

Third Session
Lot

Description

Classic Group of Better Items,
#120/245
$7,000
Few hundred incl. couple of groupings of better mostly used
item, all on black stockcards incl. #122 (4), 144 (4), mint
Bank Notes incl. #165 no gum, 187 o.g. (cert), 227 n.h. pl.
block of 10, selection of Columbians mint with some dupl.
used incl. $1 (9), $2 (10-mostly used), $3 (6-mint or used),
$4 used, and $5 mint and used, some proofs, some certs,
usual condition for this time period, high cat., needs
inspection, see lot 1230 .......................... Est. $10,000/15,000

1237 Hm

19th & 20th Century Better
Collection
Web $4,500
Mounted on Harris pages, starting #1-3, with classics
mostly used to 1890-93 issue, Columbians mint to $4, Bank
Notes to 90¢, 1894 and 1895 issues complete,
Washington-Franklins mint or used, coils, later issues
mostly complete, also Ducks mostly mint complete to 2000,
few used Dues, occasional cert, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine
............................................................... Est. $7,500/10,000

1232 H

Kansas-Nebraska to Back of Book
Better Group, #671/1053, C1/C18
$7,000
Hundreds of mostly mint incl. groupings, all on black
stockcards, starting with Kansas-Nebraska with some well
centered, incl. pl. blocks, couple of errors, strong Airs with
early pl. blocks, C13-15 four complete sets plus extras,
Special Delivery mint #E3 to E8, 5 better mint Dues,
Offices in China incl. pl. blocks, few Officials incl. #68 used
(cert), few Newspapers, Q4 pl. block, generally fine to very
fine ...................................................... Est. $10,000/12,000

1238

1233 H

Mostly Washington-Franklin Mint
Better Group, #357/629
$6,500
Few hundred mostly mint incl. couple of groupings, all on
black stockcards, starting #357, with some well centered,
coils, also Commemoratives for the period incl. few multiples
with later pl. blocks, some certs incl. #388 used (cert), 453
used pair grade 85 (cert), 505 single (3), used pair in block,
few questionable, slight dupl., mostly fresh group, generally
fine to very fine, see lot 1235 ................... Est. $10,000/13,000

1234

H

HHm

1235 H

1236 Hm

Start Bid
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H

HH

Start Bid

Balance of Better Mint Collection
Web $4,000
In Scott album to 1978, starting with 1851-56 issue, with
certs (annotated) throughout and with almost no condition
issues, starts with #11-13, 17 used, sparse after that until
1873 issue, 1887 on all mint with considerable n.h., nice
Washington-Franklins, with some coils (some with certs),
1932 on complete; 2nd album with Airs to 2007, Special
Delivery mostly complete, Parcel Post and Ducks (except
#RW2) complete n.h., around 50 certs (virtually all PF),
excellent colors throughout, collector had a keen eye for
better quality, understated collection, overall very fine, some
material removed but balance still considerably above quality for
what is normally seen .................................. Est. $6,000/8,000

1239 Hm

Washington-Franklin Specialized
Collection
Web $6,000
1908 to 1922 original collection on quad pages in intricate
homemade mounts in a Nassau album, nearly all mint, some
used, features singles, blocks, plate blocks and large
multiples, many plate numbers, position blocks, imperfs,
mis-perfs, coils, coil waste etc., much n.h. material
throughout, hard to find like this anymore, generally fine to
very fine or better, careful inspection recommended, mostly
fine to very fine ....................................... Est. $8,000/12,000

Collection 1857 to 1962
Web $3,500
Beautiful mint and used collection in Poole album to 1935
and on quad pages thereafter, 19th Century incl. Columbians
to 50¢ also 1902 definitives used to $5, Special Delivery
#E1-12, Parcel Post complete to $1, 20th Century mostly
mint from 1917 on incl. Kansas-Nebraska complete, Airmail
complete incl. attractive set of Zeppelins C13-15 and C10a,
fresh 5¢ Lincoln imperf pair #315, lots of other imperfs,
coils and booklet panes, surprisingly fresh with much value
throughout, worth inspection, fine to very fine or better
................................................................. Est. $4,000/5,000

1240 Hm

Later 19th and Early 20th Century
Group of Better, #251/354
$5,500
Few hundred mostly mint incl. couple of groupings, all on
black stockcards, starting #251 n.h., with Bureaus to $5
dupl. mint and used incl. #263 (4 mint, 1 used),
Trans-Miss. to $2 with $1 (3 mint, 1 used) and $2 mint and
used, nice quality Pan-Americans, Washington-Franklins
with some multiples, later period considerable n.h., few certs,
usual condition for this time period, high cat., needs
inspection, see lot 1231 ............................ Est. $7,500/10,000

Intact Mint and Used Collection
Web $3,000
In album on Minkus pages to 1998 with occasional cert, with
early used incl. #1-2, 1857-61 to 90¢ (mint), Bank Notes to
90¢ incl. #101 used (cert), 1869 to 90¢, Columbians and
Trans-Miss. complete used, later issues virtually complete
used 1924 on mostly mint; 2nd album back of the book with
Airs complete mint except C15 on cover, Special Delivery
complete mint or used, some Dues mostly used, and Parcel
Post, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $4,000/5,000

1241 m

Used Collection to 1976
Web $2,500
Reasonably full starting #1-2, with “E” and “F” Grills
complete, #82, 1869’s complete, Bank Notes to 90¢, 1879
on mostly complete, only scattering of coils, Airs complete
(C15 on cover), Special Delivery complete, some Dues,
decent Officials, War Savings mint, Ducks complete used,
Confederates, also Special Printing mint collection of
positional Ducks, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine ................ Est. $4,000/5,000

1242 Hm

Mint and Used Collection
Web $2,500
On hingeless pages to 1921 with 19th Century to 1870-71
issue mostly used, mixed mint and used after that until
Washington-Franklins with coils incl. pairs, also incl. 6¢
bluish paper, 467 and 505 in blocks of 9, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine, inspect
................................................................. Est. $4,000/6,000

Balance of Mint and Used Collection Web $5,000
On Minkus pages to, starting #1 with early issues mostly
complete used to 1903, 1869’s complete used, #142 used
(1960 PF cert), Bank Notes used to 90¢,
Washington-Franklins on mostly mint with coils, later n.h.,
later pages with commems. incl. Columbians complete to $5,
Trans-Miss. to $1, later issues complete mint, also Special
Delivery complete mint or used, Airs mint with C1-6, Dues
virtually complete used (J58 cert), better early panes incl.
#300b, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly
fine to very fine ....................................... Est. $7,500/10,000
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1243

H

HHm

1851 to 1940 Mint and Used
Accumulation
$2,500
A diverse group containing hundreds of items, some with
certs., incl. mint #39, 40, 298, 299, used #2, 72 124, 244,
292, 293, 313, Airmail, Postage Due, Special Delivery,
Officials, Newspaper, C.S.A., few covers etc., inspect,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $4,000/5,000

1244

H

HH r

Quality Mint Balance Group
Web $2,500
O.g. or n.h., over 170 (7 used), singles, blocks, pl. blocks and
booklets, incl. Airmails, Dues, Parcel Post, Newspapers,
Savings, plus Canal Zone, Cuba and Guam, noted #1
(used), 37 (used), 341, 342, 397 (pl. block), 440, 523, 630
and Guam #11a, a clean lot fine to very fine. Scott $16,500+
................................................................. Est. $4,000/5,000

1245

1246

H

H

HHm

HHm

1247 H

1248

H

HHm

1249 H)

August 11, 2018

Third Session

1847 to 2002 Mint and Used
Collection
$2,500
O.g. to n.h., 3 albums, 19th Century used then mint from the
complete Columbians up to 2002, incl. used #1, 2, 67, 83,
95, 100, mint 260, 291, 292 (tiny thin), 342, 404, 439 (n.h.),
480 (n.h.), 505 (block of 9), 519, 524 (n.h.), 630 (n.h.),
Recalled Legends, imperf Bugs Bunny, plus Airmails,
mostly modern Postal Stationery, a decent collection with
much value, generally fine to very fine ...... Est. $4,000/6,000
1851 to 2000 Huge Mint and
Used Collection
$2,500
Over 22 albums plus stockbooks, year sets, and glassines,
used mostly in 19th Century and n.h. after that, noted #1
(2), 2, mint $1 (2) and $2 Columbians, #630 (4 n.h.),
Airmails, Postage Dues, Revenues, Officials, Ducks (mostly
used), C.S.A., etc., dupl. found throughout the lot,
inspection should prove rewarding, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $3,500/4,500
Intact Mint Collection
Web $2,500
In Lighthouse album to 1963, 19th Century scattered incl.
#24 with partial imprint, 112-115, few better Bank Notes,
Columbians, Trans-Miss. complete, 479-480, 527, 1925 on
mostly complete, no back of book except Parcel Post, few
Dues, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $3,000/4,000
Mint Columbians to 1924
Intact Collection
Web $2,000
Mostly o.g. to n.h. on homemade annotated pages, showing
some shades of lower values, Columbians complete mint,
used to $1 with selected cancels, Trans-Miss. complete mint
with additional cancels, no 1901 Pan-Americans,
Pan-Pacific with mint shades, most with certs incl. graded,
incl. #234 n.h. grade 90, 242 no gum graded 85, 400 grade
95, 404 grade 90, 2¢ Lincoln with graded, 1919 Victory
Issue, etc., many certs and all year 2000 and later, fresh
throughout, much fine to very fine, many years of acquiring
hand picked items ....................................... Est. $3,000/4,000
Samples, Proofs and Cards of Civil
War Patriotics
Web $2,000
All Union, by category starting with Washington, consisting
of 139 with vignettes each with additional Civil War cutouts
samples from 1 to 3 adhering on front of each entire, 33 intact
covers also 10 large proofs on card, 41 smaller cards, etc., we
speculate that it was some type of sample book highly unusual and
unique ....................................................... Est. $2,500/3,000

Lot

Description

1250 H)

Mint Civil War Patriotic Lot
Web $2,000
547, plus extra group of 529 better fronts only with few
Confederate (1,076 total) incl. multicolored, in Pittsburgh
box with slight dupl., mostly common full color designs, incl.
flags, scenes, printers incl. Murphy, Upham, better scattered
throughout, overall a very clean group rarely seen in this
quantity, much fine to very fine, Ex. Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock ............................................ Est. $2,500/3,000

1251 m

1870 to 1873 Bank Note Used Study Web $2,000
Specialized collection of stamps and covers on quad pages in
Rapkin album between #134/158, meticulously mounted
and annotated, incl. shades, varieties, fancy cancels, grills,
pairs, strips, etc., great original oldtime collection, careful
inspection recommended, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,500

1252 m)

1873 to 1882 Bank Note Study
Web $2,000
Specialized collection of stamps and covers organized by
issue on quad pages in a Rapkin album between #158/205,
nice selection of covers, many with better cancels and to a
variety of destinations incl. Mexico, also stamps in groups of
various denominations incl. high values, lovely oldtime
collection, hard to find like this, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,500

1253 H

Accumulation on Old Auction Cards
$2,000
Substantial group of mint issues from 1879 to 1938 on
original auction cards from Manning, Stolow and Sotheby
Park Bernet, purchased before third party grading was a
factor, many attractive large margin stamps throughout incl.
n.h., features #10X1R, 189, 247, 253, 271, 281, 282C, 283,
315, 320A, 335, 380, 382, 400, 402, 403, 413, 419, 422, 438,
446, 464, 466, 472, 474, 475, 493 strip of four, 519, 546,
C14, E8, E10, E12, K17-18, Q11, Q12 and others, fine to
very fine or better throughout, careful inspection
recommended .......................................... Est. $2,500/3,500

1254

H

HH

Mostly Mint 19th & 20th
Century Group
Web $2,000
O.g. or n.h., over 100 on #102 cards, incl. about 30% Airs
through Parcel Post Dues, not a lot of questionable
Washington-Franklin coils incl., a few faults to be expected,
generally fine to very fine. Scott $14,400 ... Est. $2,000/2,500

1255

H

HHm

1851 to 1954 Collection
Web $1,800
O.g. or n.h., main collection mounted on Vario pages (with 5
certs), mostly used in 19th Century, selection of large and
small Bank Notes, mint Columbians to 50¢, Trans-Miss. to
10¢, good Washington-Franklins, Back-of Book incl.
#C1-6, C18, Postage Dues, seven Ducks, Canal Zone,
Hawaii, Guam #M3-4 pairs, CSA, UN, plus a stockbook
of Revenues and cut squares, worth a look, generally fine to
very fine or better ..................................... Est. $2,500/3,000

1256 m

1257

H

HHm

Start Bid

1869 to 1904 Collection, #114/324
$1,500
Used, arranged in a stockbook, with shades, cancellations,
etc., much dupl., mixed condition. Scott approximately
$65,000+ (Owner’s) ............................... Est. $2,500/3,000
1847 to 1995 Collection
$1,500
Mounted and housed in 7 volume White Ace albums, 19th
Century mainly used, n.h. after 1935 to 1993, noted #1, 12,
13, 67, 73, 76, complete 1869’s, Columbians ($1 o.g.),
Trans-Miss. (less $1), Airmails to 1983 (less C13-15),
mixed condition in 19th Century but generally fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $2,500/3,000
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1258

H

HH

Beautiful Mostly 20th Century
Mint Collection
Web $1,500
In 5 homemade albums with Commemoratives and regular
issues separated to 1947, starting with 1893 Columbians to
8¢ (few extra singles used) and later in n.h. to o.g. blocks of 4
and singles, Trans-Miss. complete singles to $2 (50¢ used),
Commemoratives 1919 Victory on mostly complete to 1947,
on beautifully illustrated pages, incl. #630, Airs complete in
blocks except C13-15 separate lot in auction (C5 pl. block of
6), mostly fresh, fine to very fine ............... Est. $2,500/3,500

1266 Hm) Specialized Collection 1893 to 1907
$1,200
Adhesives and covers, attractive old time specialized collection
with parallel covers and stamps on quad pages in a Peerless
album, incl. Columbians, First Bureaus, Trans-Miss.,
Pan-Americans, Louisiana Purchase and Jamestown, a wide
array of cancels, shades, blocks and covers incl. various usages
and advertising and featuring quite a few to Japan, also $1 and
$2 Trans-Miss. singles and a used and a 4¢ plate block of four,
many other better items present, careful inspection
recommended, generally fine to very fine .... Est. $1,500/2,500

1259

H

HH r

Specialized Plate Block Collection
Web $1,500
N.h. to o.g. 1922 to 1939 original collection on quad pages in
a springback album, incl. plate blocks and larger multiples
featuring 4th Bureaus (1922-34) and Prexies with shades,
position varieties, printing errors, imperfs, coil waste, higher
value singles, coil pairs, line pairs and complete
Kansas-Nebraska set also present, much n.h. throughout,
slight dupl., careful review recommended, mostly fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1267

1260 m)

1261 Hm

1262

H

1881 to 1893 Bank Note Study
Web $1,500
Specialized collection of used and covers organized by issue
on quad pages in a Rapkin album between #206//229, incl.
many fancy cancels and attractive covers throughout incl.
registered, Foreign usages (Japan) and noteworthy
advertising, great group, careful review recommended,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $2,000/3,000
Balance of Collector’s Newly
Certified Items
$1,400
Group of about 50 items, earlies used, later mint, incl. #11
used with left frame line missing (Grade 80J), #12 pressed
vert. crease, 24 o.g. (Grade 85), 29 used sound, 64 used
(minor fault), 78 dist. o.g. (minor faults), 72 used (sound)
and regummed, 75 - 2 used copies, 536 n.h. (grade 95), 183
n.h., 1890-93 mint values, 260 o.g., 287 o.g. (2), 505 hinged
in strip of 3, fresh examples throughout, fine to very fine
overall, all 2018 P.S.E. certs ..................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1263 Hm

1851 to 1935 Collection
Web $1,300
O.g. to n.h., in Lindner hingeless album, mixed mint and
used to #228, then mainly mint, incl. 2P3, 85B used (tiny
perf tip repair), 101 used (hinge thin), Columbians to $3, $5
mint, 293 used (clipped perfs), Kansas-Nebraska n.h., 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century generally fine
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

Hr

1918-1920, 1¢ to 3¢
Washington-Franklin Study
Web $1,000
Used offset perf issue, flyspeck group of many hundreds, all
identified and mounted on album pages in two Scott binders,
vast majority of the study is 2¢ type V to VII, plus stocksheets
of hundreds of unidentified, noted a few mint pl. blocks., a
very definitive study, perfect for the specialist, fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1269 H

19th and Mostly 20th Century
Web $1,000
In 3 Lighthouse albums to 1973, 19th Century mostly used,
value in 20th Century with earlier mint or used, 1930’s and
later mint, value in 20th Century Commemoratives complete
and later postage, also Kansas-Nebraska, better early coil
pairs (separate section), Airs separate lot, few back of the
book, much fine to very fine ...................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1270 Hm

Collection in Albums and Stockbooks
$1,000
Large lot of 80 albums and stockbooks with both mint and
used, nothing scarce about $3,000 in total face and possibility
of a surprise or two, fine overall ................. Est. $1,500/2,000

H

H

H

Hr

1932 to 1993 Mint Plate Block
Collection
$1,300
N.h., mounted and housed in 13 White Ace albums, virtually
complete from 1939 to 1993, nice selection of Farley position
blocks, plus many full panes incl. #2196, 2394, 2419 etc.,
clean collection, fine to very fine ............... Est. $2,000/2,500

1265

H

HH

Mint Commemorative Collection
Web $1,200
O.g. or n.h., incl. #129, Columbians complete,
Trans-Mississippi to $1, Pan-American complete, 537a with
1961 P.F. cert., C14-15 n.h., Parcel Post complete,
battleship Revenues, few definitives, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

Dealer Stock 1925 to 1956
$1,000
Mostly n.h., accumulation on #102 cards ranging from
#623 to 1053, singles, pairs and blocks, light dupl., very fine
or better. Scott $10,000 (Owner’s) ........... Est. $1,000/1,200

1272 H

1904 to 1909 Commemoratives
Specialized Collection
Web
$950
Attractive all n.h. to o.g. group on quad pages incl. Louisiana
Purchase 1¢ plate number imprint block of six, 2¢ plate
number imprint block of 10, 3¢ and 5¢ plate number imprint
blocks of four, 10¢ block of four with left arrow, Jamestown
1¢ arrow block of six, 2¢ plate number imprint block of 12
and 5¢ block of four (two stamps n.h.), 1909
Commemoratives with 2¢ Lincoln blue paper single, imperf
plate number imprint block of six (2), 2¢ Alaska-Yukon
imperf plate number imprint strip of three, block of four n.h.
and vending pair, 2¢ Hudson-Fulton imperf plate number
imprint block of eight n.h. etc., nice assortment, worth
review, mostly fine to very fine .................. Est. $1,200/1,400

H

Diverse Accumulation Group
Web
$900
O.g. or n.h., several hundred, singles, pl. blocks and full
panes, mostly mint with used classic items incl., noted #9X1,
1 (2 singles and a pair), 17, 20 (2 on piece with red carrier
cancels), 85b (reperfed), 120, better mint #242, 630,
Recalled Legends sheet, Airmails, Postage Dues, plus much
more, high cat. value, inspection is needed to appreciate, fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

Mint and Used Collection to 1913
Web $1,300
Scattered classics used until 1914-15 Commemoratives
(most of the value) with Columbians complete mint, mixed
condition ................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1264

1920’s Plate Block Collection
Web $1,000
N.h., in mounts on pages to 1930, incl. #569-571, 595,
634A, Kansas-Nebraska, spotted one hinged item only,
virtually all clean, most reasonably centered, mostly fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1268 m

1271
HHm

H

1273

HHm
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H

H

HH

HHm

HH r

1277 m

1278 m

1279 H r
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Balance of 27 Certified Items
$900
N.h. to o.g. group, late 19th to early 20th Century period,
mostly sound but some reperfed, occasional fault, or
regummed, incl. sound #E6 o.g., E5 n.h. (reperfed), 480
n.h. (reperfed), 390 o.g. line pair, 239 o.g. marginal copy,
269 n.h. grade 80, all with excellent colors and most nicely
centered, fine to very fine overall, all with 2018 certs
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500
Accumulation on Cards 1850 to 1960
$850
Useful accumulation of mint and used hinged or in mounts
on small dealer cards, incl. used #17, 70, 71, 77, 149, 152,
278, 7LB12 etc., mint #65, 146, 178, 182, 189, 205 (2), 216,
273, 289, 297-99, 330, 450 line pair, E7 (2), JQ4, O23, O28
etc., inspection recommended, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/2,000
1919 to 1929 Commemoratives
Specialized Collection
Web
$800
All n.h. to o.g. oldtime collection on quad pages in
homemade mounts in a Nassau album, many plate blocks
and larger multiples incl. 5¢ Pilgrim plate block of six, 2¢
Harding perf 10 n.h. plate block of 16, 1¢-5¢
Huguenot-Walloon n.h. plate blocks of eight, 2¢ and 5¢
Norse American plate block of eight, #630 and more, review
recommended, generally fine to very fine, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

Lot

Description

Start Bid

1282 m

Group of 6 Better Singles
$500
Consisting of used #67, Guam #9 o.g. (small faults), Canal
Zone #86B pair (off center), #85B used (cert), #78b used
(slight faults), 121 used sound (cert), Ex Bennett 2007 auction
unsold lots .................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1283 Hm

Collection in Albums and Stockbooks
$500
Large lot of 80 various albums and stockbooks with mint and
used, tens of thousands, nothing rare about $3,000 in total
face and the possibility of a surprise or two, fine overall
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1284 Hm) 20th Century Oldtime Collection
$500
N.h., on oldtime pages from 1930’s to 1950’s showing partial
sheets, full sheets, FD’s incl. Famous Americans, also
backup up collections starting 1893 Columbian with mostly
mint, separate album of Famous Americans with FD’s, also
Airs, few panes, etc. ..................................... Est. $750/1,000
1285 m

Confederacy Selection of 18
Used Singles
Web
$450
#1 (4), 2 (2), 3, 4 (2), 5-6, 7 (3 - incl. pair), 8, 11, 13, all
identified, condition mixed ............................ Est. $600/600

1286

H

HH r

1847 to 1984 Used Collection
$750
Housed in album, incl. #1, 2, 630 (mint), C13-15, a run of
Ducks from 1937-1967, plus small envelopes containing
mostly early 19th Century, four $2 Bank Notes, etc., inspect,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,200/1,500

Mint Blocks of 4
$450
O.g., hinged or never hinged, n.h. to o.g., starting #205,
with Columbians to 15¢ (n.h.), Jamestown complete,
Washington-Franklins, to #701, couple of singles, mixed
centering but sound, fresh, fine to very fine ..... Est. $600/800

1287

H

Hr

1855 to 1868 Used Classic
Accumulation, #11//94
Web
$750
Mounted on Vario pages in a binder, 11 different numbers
with useful dupl. of each, incl. 31 of #73, 31 of #88, 44 of
#68, wide range of cancels, v.g.-fine. Scott $13,275
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

Mint Sheet Collection 1928 to 1943
$450
N.h., over 50 commemorative sheets in White Ace sheet
album ranging between #648/917, incl. 2¢ and 5¢
Aeronautics, 2¢ reds, 3¢ issues, National Parks complete set
etc. ................................................................. Est. $600/800

1288 Hm

Oldtime Mint Freak Collection
Web
$750
On homemade pages to 1940’s, couple hundred, incl.
foldovers, misperfed, precancel error cancellation incl. with
and without, partial gutters, printer’s waste, double papers,
paste-up, gutter snipes, 720c, 505 n.h. in block, Parcel Post,
strong in Washington-Franklins, one of a kind lot, close
inspection necessary ................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1280

H

HH

1901 to 1977 Mint Collection
$600
O.g. to n.h., mounted on Lighthouse hingeless pages, of note
#298 (n.h., cert.), 300-310, 369 (n.h.), 331-342, 523, 630,
n.h. 1929 onward, plus complete Airmails (less C13-15),
Parcel Post (less $1), and mostly used Special Delivery (11),
a clean lot, fine to very fine ........................ Est. $1,000/1,500

1281

H

HH r

Bureau Issue Specialized Collection Web
$600
1894 to 1898, attractive all mint group with some n.h. on
quad pages, o.g. blocks of four incl. #249, 251, 252 and 272
(with right arrow), also #264 block of 25 with right side plate
block of six, #264 bottom plate block of 12, plate strips of
three incl. #265, 266, 270 (2), 272 and 279 and #267 plate
block of six and #279B n.h. block of 12, great old group,
generally fine to very fine or better, worth review, much fine
to very fine .................................................. Est. $750/1,000

1289

H

Hr

Intact Small Selection
Web
$400
Over 60 with earlies used incl. #1, 38, 261-263, 274 mint,
276 mint, 277-78 used, Washington-Franklins mostly mint,
fine or better .................................................. Est. $600/800
1908 to 1920, Positional
Blocks of 4, #343/384
$400
N.h., complete 5 positions of arrows and centerline,
consisting #343, 371, 373, 408-09, 481-84, 531, 535, also
344-345, 384 centerline blocks only, a very fine set
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1290 Hm

Collector’s Seconds
Web
$400
Mint and used group of around couple hundred, starting #1
and incl. #2 (APS sound cert margins all round), #12
(cert-clipped corner), value mostly in Bank Notes with few
later, also #65 used with cancels, generally fine
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1291 m

1851 to 1898 Used Group
$400
17 items, 11 with graded certs., incl. #78a, 223, 224, 228,
plus 6 C.S.A. with #8 (no opinion on cancel) and three
Columbian Expo tickets, range from fine to extremely fine
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1292 m

Used Balance of Collection
Web
$400
In stock binders, incl. Back-of-Book with used Airs, Ducks,
used early regular issues, #1-2, Bank Notes to 90¢, scattered
mint, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $500/750

August 11, 2018
Lot
1293

Description
H

HH

1294 m)

1295

H

HH

1296 Hm

Third Session
Start Bid

Mint Collection
$400
O.g. or n.h., few hundred housed in a National album from
1893 to 1976, early issues o.g. balance mostly n.h., better
items incl. #238, 240 (unused), 285-290, 294-299, 369,
571-573 (n.h.), and 630 plus some Airmail issues, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/600
Modern Collection 1909 to 1940’s
$400
Old school collection of hundreds on pages in nine volumes
with used stamps off cover, features definitives through
Prexies plus 1930’s-40’s Commemoratives, incl.
Washington-Franklins, advertising covers, postcards,
various cancels incl. slogan, flag and fancy, censored, coils on
cover, great original collector-made collection with many
interesting items throughout .......................... Est. $500/750

Collection to 1990
Web
$350
Mixed mint and used before #617, then mint, in 2 Nationals
with Back-of-Book thru Parcel Post, classics mixed
condition, bit musty, otherwise fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $600/800
Confederacy Mint or Used Complete Web
$350
Except #10, mint or used, with #5 on piece with complete
cancel, mint “TEN”, etc., fine overall ............ Est. $500/750

1298 H

Oldtime Holding
$350
Interesting assortment of 20th Century mounted in seven
binders incl. Naval, APO, WWII mail, ships, great cancels
and cachets, careful inspection recommended, generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $500/750

1300 Hm

1301 H

1302

H

HH r

Lot

Description

1303 H

Mostly 20th Century Collection
$300
In 2 Liberty albums, on stockpages, #102 cards, etc.,
collection scattered early with Columbians to 30¢ mint, 1929
on mostly complete mint to 1989, 2nd album back of the
book and Palau, Philippines, U.N., also group of mint
Farleys on stockpages, modern Dues, etc., few 19th Century
mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine with
value in postage ............................................. Est. $400/600

H

20th Century Mint Collection
$300
O.g. or n.h., in stockbook, 367/3068, incl. #399, 571 and
692-701 (all o.g.), much later postage, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $400/500

1304

HH

Three Albums of Mint and Used
$350
19th & 20th Century incl. 1935 and Nicklin albums and a
Gimbels album, incl. White Plains sheet, Farley souvenir
sheets, Edison coil line pair, various Commemoratives,
Kansas-Nebraska sets complete, Washington-Franklins to
$2, #C1-3, C4-6, various back of book etc., review
recommended, generally fine to very fine ........ Est. $500/750
Mixed Accumulation 1869 to 1935
$350
Mint and used group of better items on black stockcards, incl
mint #114, 215, 218, 228, 298, 420, 573, 578-9, 630, C1-3,
C4-6, C13, O73, used #239, 291, 295 “high train”, 460 etc.,
neat assortment, generally fine to very fine ...... Est. $500/750
Mint Accumulation 1851 to 1950’s
$350
Group in glassines, on dealer cards or pages, good news is
that as mint cat. at $5K+, bad news all stuck down, better
items incl. 1¢-6¢ plus 15¢ Columbians, 4¢ Trans-Miss.,
#273 10¢ plate number single, 8¢ Pan-American, numerous
Washington-Franklins incl. 461, 498/518, 1¢-$1 perf 11,
581-91 etc., also E5-6, Q1-6, some U.S. possessions with
Hawaii 32, condition varies ............................ Est. $500/600
1898 to 1956 Mint Commemorative
Collection
$300
O.g. to n.h., neatly mounted in album, first few pages contain
some used, 1904 onward are singles and blocks of 4, all
appear n.h. after 1936, noted #323-325 n.h. blocks, #630,
704-715 n.h. blocks ....................................... Est. $500/750

Start Bid

1305 m)

Specialized Commemorative
Collection
Web
$300
1909 to 1929 interesting collection of parallel covers and
stamps on quad pages in a Peerless album, incl. mostly all
general issues for the period, covers feature registered, Airmail
and Special Delivery with various better cancels, stamps incl.
used singles and multiples etc., noted is a 2¢ Lincoln, Feb.
12th FDC from Woodstock, VT (cat. $500), fun lot for the
specialist, mostly fine to very fine ...................... Est. $400/600

1306 H

Mint Group 1879 to 1937
$300
Accumulation in glassines on stockpages in a binder, incl.
#226, 232-33, 236 (2), 237, 289, 303-4, 330, 385, 480, 547,
J3 etc., also a number of Washington-Franklins, should be
inspected, generally fine to very fine ............... Est. $400/600

1307 Hm

Confederacy Mint and Used Singles Web
$250
Mostly complete, generally fine ..................... Est. $350/450

1308 H)

Mint Stationery Backup Stock
$200
Many hundreds in full Pittsburgh box, identified by Thorp
numbers, etc. in old glassines, some same Scott numbers but
different watermarks, knives, etc., occasional used, starting
from 1st Nesbitt issue, majority 1893 Columbian issue to
1950’s with later dupl., unpicked, fine to very fine overall,
Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................. Est. $300/400

1309 H

Confederacy Complete Except
Frameline
Web
$200
On page, apparently mint except possibly #1, incl extra #1
mint, few others, some condition issues .......... Est. $300/400

H

Accumulation of Collections
$200
Earlies used and sparse, modern to about 1997 mostly n.h.
with some sheets and pl. blocks, in Heritage, Heirloom,
National and Liberty albums, value mostly in postage,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

Mint Group of 12
Web
$400
O.g. or n.h., 178/E13, 1920’s or earlier, fresh, mostly well
centered, much is very fine ............................. Est. $400/600

1297 Hm

1299 H

Page 112

1310

HHm

1311 Hm

1312

H

H

Commemorative Collection to 1930’s
$200
O.g., mostly mint, in National, some stuck down, noted
#291, 629 and C13 not stuck, many blocks of 4 from 1929
on, fine to very fine appearance ....................... Est. $300/400
1931 to 2000 Mint Collection
$200
Mounted on hingeless Safe pages, plus a stockbook from
1950’s to 1980’s containing handpicked, well centered
examples, two full mint sheet folders mostly 1960’s to 1970’s,
complete set of perf and imperf Looney Tunes sheetlets, a
small selection of Canal Zone and Guam, fine to very fine or
better ............................................................. Est. $300/400

Page 113
Lot

Description

Start Bid

1313

H

HH r

Oldtime Mint Farley Special Printing
Collection
$200
Mounted n.h. or ungummed on pages, in blocks of 4 or pl.
blocks of 6, all positional incl. gutters, cross gutters, incl.
Airpost Special Delivery, see lot 996 ................ Est. $300/500

1314

H

HH r

Specialized Commemorative
Collection
$200
1929 to 1934 mint collection of plate blocks and larger
multiples with plate numbers on quad pages in a binder
between #654/735, incl. 2¢ red, 2¢ Edison coil line strip of 3
n.h., Washington Bicentennial complete, early 3¢
Commemoratives, Farley material etc., review
recommended, mostly fine to very fine ........... Est. $300/400

1315 m

1316

H

HHm

Used Coil Plate # Accumulation
$200
1,000-1,500 on pages, stockpages, somewhat sorted, large
dupl., rarely seen in this quantity ....................... Est. $250/300
Collector’s Mint and Used Balance
$190
O.g. to n.h., in 4 albums and a stockbook, with
Back-of-Book incl. Revenues and Possessions, noted
#RD31 n.h. block of 15, mixed condition, otherwise mostly
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1317 Hm

Confederate Group of 5 Better Items Web
$150
Consists of #7 green cancel, Upham 10¢ fake, #11 with
brown cancel, 11c horiz. strip of 4 used, and 5¢ Birmingham
counterfeit in red, unusual group, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1318 H

19th Century Group
$150
Oldtime collection mounted on homemade pages in a binder,
mostly selected for cancels, generally 1860-90s 1¢-3¢ covers
incl. #65, 147, 158, 184, 207, 210 etc., also a group of
stampless (mostly flattened) 1830s-50s, possible sleepers
here, generally fine or better, fine or better ...... Est. $250/350

H

Small Better Group
$150
About 50 incl. #630 (n.h.), Farleys, and a few Hawaii, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $200/250

1319

HH

1320 S

1321

H

H

Lot

Description

1324 m)

1899, Philippines Military Station Cancel
Cover and Adhesives, #240, 288
Web
$100
Used, adhesives; 1893 Columbian 50¢ (2), 1898
Trans-Mississippi 5¢, 50¢ reperfed at top (extremely fine
appearance), and used with punch cancels; and 5¢ tied by
duplex, second strike of “Mil Sta. No. 1, Philippine Islands,
Manila, Jun. 15, 1899 4PM” duplex at right, on cover to
Jerez de la Frontera, Spain, minor faults, fine, cover reported to
be the first day of use of this Philippines military postmark
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1325 H

EFO Accumulation
$100
Incl. #2088a block of 10, misperfs tagging shifts, minor
color shifts, gutter snipes, miscuts, ink problems etc, worth a
close look, fine ............................................... Est. $150/200

1326 P

Trial Colors and Die Proofs
Web
$100
New York Postmaster Provisionals Trial Colors on bond
paper, dark green (2), brown, black, Official Post Office
Dept. on card complete, clean condition, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

HH

H

Small Mint Lot
Web
$100
O.g. or n.h., incl. #235, 630 (n.h.), 731, 832-34 (n.h.), 1053
pl. block., C1-6, C18, generally fine to very fine. Scott $1,122
....................................................................... Est. $200/250
Collection Balance
$100
Various items incl. useful collection mint Postal Cards 1873
to 1990’s, scarce used entire #UO79, Souvenir Cards 1969
to 1980’s, first issue ceremony cards, 1987 1st flight Los
Angeles to Baltimore using #2112, two autographed Duck
Art postcards signed Joseph Hautman and Jennifer Miller,
etc., fine to very fine. 2016 Scott $1,300 (postal cards)
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $200/250
Postage Plus Better Mint
$100
N.h., regulars and Airs, mostly 1930’s-2000, noted C10a,
833 plate blocks (2) ........................................ Est. $150/200

Start Bid

Postage & Modern Collections
1327

H

Hr

Mostly Modern Sheets
$1,100
N.h., hundreds unpicked mostly in sheet folders, from 3¢ to
42¢ incl. sheetlets, also “Celebrate the Century” dupl.,
scattered early 3¢, also year sets, sheetlets, clean, high face,
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1328

H

Hr

Mint Sheet and Miscellaneous
Accumulation
$1,100
N.h., a nice run of sheets and adhesive booklets with a few
misc. strips and blocks mostly from the late 1980s-90s with
many premium items, neatly sorted in mint sheet files, dupl.
throughout, approx. face value $3000, fresh, clean and worth
inspection, fine to very fine ....................... Est. $1,400/1,600

1329

H

Hr

Mint Sheet and Miscellaneous
Accumulation
$1,100
N.h., a nice run of sheets incl. some souvenir sheets, ranges
approx. 1970-91 with many premium items incl. a quantity of
Birds and Flowers, Space Achievement, Olympics, Baseball,
some pre-cancel (not counted) neatly sorted in mint sheet
files, dupl. throughout, approx. face value $3,330, fresh,
clean and worth inspection, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,300/1,500

1330

H

Hr

Face Value Accumulation
$1,100
N.h., carton with mint sheets, panes and part sheets etc., most
value in 1990’s to 2000’s, fine to very fine .. Est. $1,900/2,300

1331

H

Hr

Plate Block Accumulation
$900
N.h., thousands neatly stored in glassines in nine small
boxes, mostly 3¢-20¢ commemoratives, definitives to dollar
values, Airmail, many premiums throughout, face value
$2,500+, clean, fine to very fine ............... Est. $1,500/2,000

1332

H

Hr

Mint Sheet and Miscellaneous
Accumulation
$800
N.h., a nice run of sheets and adhesive booklets from the
1990s-2009 with many premium items, neatly sorted in mint
sheet files, dupl. throughout, face value $2,349, fresh, clean
and worth inspection, fine to very fine .......... Est. $900/1,100

Specimens 10 Values Type L
Overprinted “Sample A”,
#191SL-212SL
Web
$140
Full o.g., set of 10, fresh, fine to very fine lot. Scott $750
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1322 H)

1323

August 11, 2018

Third Session

August 11, 2018
Lot

Description

1333

H

1334

H

1335

1336

H

H

H

1339

H

1340

H

Start Bid

H

Mostly Modern Scrap
$650
N.h., hundreds unpicked mostly in folders and glassines,
from 3¢ to 42¢ incl. part sheetlets, minor dupl., scattered
early 3¢, better incl. Famous Americans, occasional booklets,
coils, clean, fine to very fine ...................... Est. $1,000/1,500

H

Modern Portion of Collection
$550
N.h., 1965 to 2007 complete mint in 3 Lighthouse and 1
Schaubek albums, clean and intact, fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

Hr

Hr

1337 BHH

1338

Third Session

Hr

1937 to 2006 Mint Collection
$450
N.h., seven albums with singles, mini-panes, souvenir
sheets, etc., mostly late 20th Century, clean and unpicked,
fine to very fine ............................................ Est. $750/1,000

1342

H

H

1930 to 1965 Mint Sheets
Accumulation
$250
N.h., several file sheet books in a banker box, many hundreds
of mostly commemorative panes, incl. #644, National
Parks, low value Prexies, Famous Americans, Airmails
(C10), etc., fine to very fine ............................ Est. $400/600
Face Balance
$150
Many hundreds 3¢ to $9.95 values mostly n.h., fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/250

H

Small Collector’s Balance
$70
N.h., about $300 face, mostly 39¢ and up, some FDC’s and
Foreign along for the ride ............................... Est. $100/150

H

1343 H

Description

1344 Hm

Officials Collection 1873 to 1879
Web
$750
Attractive group of mint, used and proofs mounted on quad
pages, better mint incl. #O5, O25, O45, O79, O80, O83,
O93 and O113, also proofs #O1P4-9P4, O35P3-38P3,
O40P3-42P3 and O72P4-82P4, used issues feature some
better cancels, worthwhile assortment, generally fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1345 H)

Postal Stationery Mint Entire
Group, #U9/U479b
Web
$700
Over 35 items, noted #U14, U16a, U28, U29, U42, U94,
U95, U479b, a clean lot, very fine. Scott $5,800+
................................................................. Est. $1,100/1,300

1346 m)

Airmail Stamp and Cover Collection Web
$600
Used specialized collection on homemade pages in four
binders containing both stamps and covers, features #C1
block of four on piece, C2 block of nine with plate number,
C3 and C6 blocks of four etc., commercial air covers incl. C4
(4), C5 (2), C6 (6) etc., also many first flight covers
1920s-40s, some with great franking incl. 1¢ and 5¢ Pilgrim
blocks of four, 5¢ Norse-American arrow block, C6 block of
four with C10 single on Zeppelin flight, C18 pair on Zepp
cover, etc., great collection for the air afficionado, careful
inspection recommended, fine to very fine Est. $1,000/1,500

Modern Booklet and Panes
Accumulation
$300
N.h., unpicked from collector, 10¢ to 42¢, clean
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

HH

HH

Lot

Modern Accumulation
$400
N.h., a few thousand ranging from 6¢ to $1 values in singles,
blocks, pl. blocks and sheets, fine to very fine .. Est. $400/600

Back-of-the-Book Collections
1341

Page 114

Mint Back of Book Collection,
1879 to 1976
Web $12,000
O.g. or n.h., collection housed in Platinum hingeless album,
incl. complete Airmails, Special Delivery (less #E9), a
decent run of Postage Dues, Offices in China (less
#K17-18), Parcel Post, good representation of Officials and
Ducks, a collection to expand upon, generally fine to very
fine ...................................................... Est. $12,000/14,000
Intact Test Stamp Collection
Web $8,000
Mostly n.h., and mostly 1940’s-1990’s, few earlier,
highlights incl #TD97a, TD97b, TD108 (o.g.),
TD118A-F (4 sets), TD127A, TD127B, TDB3, TDB5b,
TDB8, TDB36 set of 12 numbers plus one mismatched
numbers, TDB43 set of 10 numbers, TDB48, a group of
Foreign also incl. Scott $31,000+ .......... Est. $8,000/10,000
Back of Book Better Group
$2,000
Couple hundred mint incl. groupings, all on black
stockcards, starting with Parcel Post and incl. scattered
Revenues incl. Ducks, few $ value Possessions, some proofs,
etc., inspect, generally fine to very fine, continuation on from the
Nebraska/Back-of-Book Lot ....................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1347

H

HH

Start Bid

Airpost Complete to 1963
Web
$600
N.h. to o.g., C13 dist o.g., C14 n.h., C15 o.g., fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $750/1,000

1348 Hm) Postage Due Adhesive and Cover
Collection
Web
$600
Excellent oldtime specialized collection incl. both stamps
and covers on homemade pages in two binders, mint incl.
#J3, J23-26, J33, J35 etc., also used #J1-5 (2), J21, J63 and
a pleasing assortment of blocks and various multiples, many
worthwhile cancels; covers with mixed franking and
interesting usages; second volume 1959-85 issues with mint
plate strips of 20 1¢-17¢ and 50¢ values, plus a great
accumulation of Postage Due bills with values to $5,
wonderful collection for the specialist, generally fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $750/1,000
1349 H

Airs Complete Mint to 1971
Web
$500
On pages, o.g. to n.h. incl. #C13-15 n.h., fine to very fine lot
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1350 H

Poster Stamps, Labels and Seals
Web
$350
Approx. 3,000, 1900-1930, appears to be mostly local or
regional shows, in #102 cards or sales pages, marked retail
approx $11,500, generally fine to very fine, Ex Mike Mead
....................................................................... Est. $700/900

1351 H)

Mint Stationery Stock
$250
Around 300 entires, sleeved, starting #U59 with most U77
to U540, pricing $5 to $55 for the majority, strength in
1890’s to 1930’s period, most identified by USPS, Airs incl.
UC1 to UC16d, few Officials, mostly clean group, retail
approx. $3,000+, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

1352 H)

Locals/Carrier/Express Group
$250
1850’s to 1860’s collection of about 40 stamps and 5 covers
on quad pages, incl. Boyd’s Express #20L4 on folded letter,
Blood’s Penny Post 15L18 on cover, also two Wells Fargo
Express covers (one with Jackson oval blue cancel), some
questionable, still worth close inspection ........ Est. $300/500

Page 115
Lot

Description

Start Bid

1353

H

1354

H

HH r

Back of Book Group
$200
Mint collection of blocks, some singles and a couple covers
mounted on quad pages, incl. #E12, E13, QE1-4 n.h. blocks,
Q2 plate block of 8, Q6 n.h. block with plate number and
others, worth review, mostly fine to very fine ..... Est. $300/400

1355

H

Hr

Better Air Sheets, #C25-31, C46
$150
N.h., complete, centered, fine to very fine. Brookman $1,275
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

H

1356 H)

1357 Hm

1358 H

Computer Vended Postage Group,
#CVP1-CVP20
Web
$200
N.h., mounted on album pages, complete set of Washington
machine 82 and 83, Kensington machine 82 and 83, fresh set,
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

Mint Postal Card Stock
$120
Couple hundred, sleeved, starting #UX1 to U46a, few
printing varieties, UX7, mostly clean group, Ex. Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ....................................... Est. $200/300
Oldtime Back of Book Collection
$100
On pages mint and used, scattered Revenues, Wines, etc.,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $150/250
Philatelic Expo Labels
$80
Approx. 650, 1900-1990, in #102 cards, sales pages, or on
quadrille pages, marked retail approx $2,200, generally fine
to very fine, Ex Mike Mead ............................. Est. $150/180

1359 H)

Mint Wells Fargo Stationery Group
$70
20, mostly the common indicia, plus one “Northern Pacific
Express”, mostly clean group, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner”
Stock .............................................................. Est. $100/150

1360 H)

Mint Stationery “Specimens”
$70
27 diff., all identified by Scott and USPS #’s, all “U”
numbers except #WO48, retail $486, Ex. Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock .................................................. Est. $100/150

1361 H)

Mint Entire Group
$50
About 55 from 1893 Columbian to 1930’s period, about ½
with albinos, part prints, etc., fine overall ........ Est. $100/150

1362 m

Revenues, Easter Seals, Etc.
$50
2 boxes of unsorted mess with many Revenues, incl. on
document, one box of charity seals in manila stockpages,
mixed condition ............................................. Est. $100/150

Revenue Collections
See lots 1381, 1386, and 1518
1363 m

1364 m
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Intact Match & Medicine Collection Web $18,000
Very thorough collection mounted on Aldrich pages, with
items cat. $2,000+, incl. complete inventory with Match cat.
$38,000; Medicine $60,000; Perfume $6400, and Playing
Cards $1,500, a few certs, usual condition for this popular area,
also incl. literature related to this field, excellent collection for
expansion, Ex Gregory Klemm collection, original cost $66,000+ .
Scott $106,000 (Owner’s) ..................... Est. $25,000/30,000
Beer Stamp Used Group
Web
$850
21 different, incl. #REA38b, REA38c, REA42d, REA42f,
REA76c, REA77a-d, REA80a-c, typical Beer stamp faults
but much better than usually found, generally fine. Scott
$2,000+ .................................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

Lot

Description

1365

H

1366

H

Start Bid

H

Hunting Permit Complete to 2005
Web
$650
Mostly n.h. with RW1, RW5, RW8 hinged, later with
self-adhesives, 13 with certs incl. graded to 95 (later), fresh,
overall very fine ........................................ Est. $1,000/1,500

HH

Hunting Permit Complete Mint,
#RW1-44
Web
$500
To 1977, RW1 n.h., RW2-3 o.g., RW4 no gum, RW7 thin,
RW10 on mostly n.h., fine to very fine overall
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1367 m

First Issue Perforated
Web
$500
140+ on Vario pages, slight dupl., some better cancels, incl.
#R73c, R74c, R83c (3), R87c, R91c, R100c, R101c (2),
mixed condition to generally fine. Scott $4,300+ (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1368 m

First Issue Imperfs
Web
$450
40 mostly different on Vario pages, incl. several very fine and
some better cancels, mixed condition to generally fine. Scott
$3,375+ (Owner’s) ....................................... Est. $500/700

1369 m

Beer Grouping, #REA 15/80a
Web
$450
Group of 12, incl. #REA15, REA27, REA31, REA42c,
REA51, REA76a, REA80, some with typical staining
faults, fine to very fine for the issue. Scott $1,550+
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1370

H

H

1935 to 2009 Mint Duck Collection,
#RW2/RW76
$350
N.h., mounted on White Ace hingeless pages, all n.h. except
for #RW8-10, noted RW2 (cert.), RW3-6, RW26,
RW73b, a clean lot, fine to very fine ............... Est. $500/700

1371 Hm r Federal Ducks Collection,
#RW1/RW57
Web
$300
Mostly mint collection mounted on album pages, RW1
unused, RW5, 6 and 8 are used, n.h. from RW23 on, also 11
pl. blocks incl. RW13 and 19, fine to very fine Est. $500/600
1372 m

1871 to 1872 Used With Handstamp
Cancels, #R137/R148
Web
$250
10 sound examples with clear handstamps, incl. straightline
and shields, mostly fine or better. Scott $621 without
handstamps ................................................... Est. $300/400

1373 Hm) Mostly Mint Duck Accumulation,
#RW2//RW76
Web
$240
Mostly mint with some earlies unused and 12 used, mounted
on Hagner pages, with 30 singles and 28 pl. blocks of note,
two examples of #RW2 (n.h. and unused), RW64 “short
breast feather” pair with normal, plus over 40 FD covers,
some handpainted (K.R., Goldberg etc.), useful lot, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/500
1374 Hm

Collection in Scott Album
$240
Value in 1st and 2nd issues, also incl. Documentaries, Wines,
Potato set, and others, mostly fine or better ..... Est. $400/600

1375 Hm

General Collection
$200
Ranging from 1862 to 1960s on homemade pages in a
binder, large assortment of red Documentaries with many
different cancels, some on receipts or certificates, also some
Back-of-Book with Official Seals, useful material
throughout .................................................... Est. $250/350
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Lot

Description

1376 m

19th Century Insurance Document
Group
$170
12 all with Revenues, incl. cert. of profits (3), policies and
receipts (7), life insurance policies (2), handstamped and
manuscript cancels, retail $500+, usual file folds, edge
toning, etc., generally very fine ....................... Est. $200/250

1377 Hm

1378 BHH

1379

H

H

1380 m

1381 m

1382

H

H

Start Bid

Description

Start Bid

Possessions Collections
Mint and Used Retail Stock
$3,000
Individual mint and used items up to blocks of 4 on
stockcards or #107 cards, sorted and identified, retail mostly
$20-$200+ range but see as high as $600, very little recent,
strength in Canal Zone and particularly Philippines, but also
Hawaii with identified cancels, etc., retail around $35,000,
generally fine to very fine, ready for resale, Ex Ray Coughlin
................................................................. Est. $4,500/5,500

1388 Hm

Mint and Used Retail Stock
$2,500
Individual mint and used items up to blocks of 4 on #102
cards, sorted and identified, retail $15-$100+ range,
nothing recent except 4 rolls of #153-155, 160 (not
counted), strength in Canal Zone, particularly Philippines,
and Hawaii with identified cancels, etc., retail $30,000+,
generally fine to very fine, ready for resale, Ex Ray Coughlin
................................................................. Est. $3,500/4,500

1389 Hm

Small Mint or Used Collection
$500
Hawaii separate lot, Canal Zone mint to $1, Cuba mint with
Dues, Philippines with mint and used regular issues to $5,
mint Dues complete, Guam 1899 complete mint to $1, and
Guard Mail, fine to very fine overall ............ Est. $750/1,000

1390

)

Match & Medicine Collection
$130
Around 100 mostly Medicine in 2 albums on home printed
pages plus a few unmounted, incl. #RS25b, typical
condition, generally fine ................................. Est. $200/300

Postal History Group of Over 63
Web
$400
From mainly Canal Zone and Philippines, but incl. Hawaii,
China, Cuba and more, very nice selection of rates and
markings; incl. Canal Zone #13 1909 La Boca, Canal Zone
registered 1904-1909 to Montpelier, Vt.; D.W.I. #34 (2)
1908 Frederiksted registered to Milwaukee, Wis. via St.
Thomas; and Canal Zone #2 1904 Canal Zone, Cristobal to
Panama (PF cert), Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate ....... Est. $550/650

1391

)

State Duck Collection
$120
N.h., virtually mint collection housed and mounted in
album, lightly filled, almost all States are represented, of note
California #1, plus a small envelope of loose, mint and two
licenses with California #1 and 2, plus a larger group of State
fish, a great lot to expand upon, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

Cover Stock
$400
314, mostly Canal Zone and Philippines with Spanish period
and Aerogrammes, no Hawaii, Puerto Rico mint stationery
only, all priced, identified by either, H&G, or “EAPC”
numbers and sleeved, few mint Stationery items incl. Spanish
period, priced up to $70, slight dupl., retail $3241, much fine to
very fine, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....... Est. $500/700

1392 Hm

Hawaii and Possessions Collection
$400
Oldtime mint and used collection on quad pages featuring
Hawaii mint #49, 73 and #66 imprint blocks of 25 n.h. (2),
also some Canal Zone, Guam, Philippines, Cuba, Puerto
Rico and Shanghai overprints, various postal history items
throughout which round out this neat group, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/750

1393 F

Forgeries, Reprints, Etc.
$100
Under 100 accumulated pieces, incl. Hawaii Missionary and
Numeral fakes, few Spanish period of Cuba and Philippines,
etc., good reference, Ex Ray Coughlin ............. Est. $150/250

1394

)

Canal Zone Retail Cover Stock
$500
Few hundred all sleeved, virtually all commercial with a few
cachet, mostly late 19th to early 20th Century, incl. stationery
usages, and section of mint entires, small town usages, typical
condition, Ex Ray Coughlin ......................... Est. $800/1,000

1395

H

Canal Zone Mostly Mint Collection Web
$350
O.g. or n.h., in mounts on White Ace pages, incl.
Back-of-Book, decent showing, incl. #2 o.g., 3 o.g. (2) and
48 used with APS certs., condition a bit better than typical,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $600/800

Mint and Used Accumulation
Balance Hoard
$150
A carton containing a potpourri of various Revenues,
documents, checks, deeds, etc., a bit messy but should prove
rewarding upon review, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
Texas State Archery and Dove
Hunting Permit Booklets
$150
Archery, 1975 to 1989 (13 booklets) and White Wing Dove,
1972 to 1996 (31 booklets), face value $2,000+, some dupl.,
very fine. Scott $3,600+ (Owner’s) ............... Est. $250/300
Small Mint Collection
$150
N.h. or ungummed, on hingeless album pages, starting
#R574, also Wines, incl. #R679-683, RD313-327,
RG108-120, fresh, fine to very fine ................ Est. $200/250
Stamped Paper, Checks Group
$150
About 30 checks or drafts, mainly unlisted by Castenholz,
good variety of RN types incl. #J11 (mint), nearly half are
from Kentucky, but also incl. Utah, California, also 3
engraved A.B.M. checks, one with red type C, fine or better,
$500 + retail ................................................. Est. $200/250

Beer Stamp Group,
#REA15//REA156
Web
$120
9 used items which incl. #REA15, 21b (2), 32, 115 noting
the better values, condition is mixed which not unusual for
these, a useful group, fine to very fine. Scott $1,433
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1384 m

1862 to 1943 Used Accumulation
$120
Housed in small stockbook, containing First issues onward
incl. Playing Cards, Documentaries, Officially Sealed etc.,
plus seven striking misperfed varieties, light dupl., generally
fine or better .................................................. Est. $200/300

1386 m

Lot

1387 Hm

1383 m

1385 Hm
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State Hoard
$70
Mint and used in 4 bankers boxes, mostly in envelopes, some
in stockpages or approval books, a few on documents, much
N.Y. as expected, dupl., mixed condition ....... Est. $150/250
3 Medicine Bottles and 5 Match Boxes
$50
1800’s period incl. one bottle with liquid still in it (open it at
your own risk!), bottles with original labels, nice group
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

HH
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Lot
1396

Description
H

HHm

Start Bid

Canal Zone 1904 to 1978 Mint
Collections
$60
O.g. to n.h., two collections, mostly mint on White Ace
album pages, some light dupl., fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

Lot

Description

1407 H

1868 to 1896 Mint Balance Group,
#10/O6
Web
$280
O.g., few early no gum, over 45 all different, Officials
complete, clean lot, fine to very fine ................ Est. $400/600

H

Philippines 1899 to 1960 Mint
Collection
Web $1,200
O.g. to n.h., neatly mounted in album, incl. #225 (cert.),
Airmails, Postage Dues, “Victory”, booklet panes, etc.,
inspection recommended, fine to very fine Est. $2,000/2,500

1408
1397 H)

1398 H

Danish West Indies Mint
Stationery Group
$150
About 61, all identified by and Facit, numbers, some dupl.
but some incl. U2 with diff. watermarks, etc., incl. Facit
#FK9 watermarks type 1 and 4, majority envs. but also
postal cards with UX and UY numbers, mostly clean group,
retail $2,279, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1400 H

Specialized Collection
Web $1,000
Mostly mint, mounted on Vario pages and housed in binder,
incl. a page of forgery reference examples, small cancellation
study, #27 and 28 on cover, Kamehameha IV re-issues,
30/82, O1-6, and 9 Revenues, a fresh and useful group much
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,000/1,500
1851 to 1899 Mostly Mint
Collection and Stationery
Web
$900
O.g., over 150 adhesives and 25 cards on Vario pages, incl.
regular issues, Overprints, specimens, Forgeries, Officials
etc., light dupl., an interesting assemblage, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1401 Hm

Oldtime Collection on Pages
Web
$550
Incl. various Numerals with certs incl. #6 mint, 22 used, 19
mint, 5 used, 11R, R10a, some fakes, later issues mostly
complete mint or used, also mint stationery (few with toning
issues), Officials used, Revenues, somewhat mixed
condition, inspect ....................................... Est. $750/1,000

1402 Hm

Intact Mint and Used Collection
Web
$500
On old home pages, incl. Numerals, Officials complete used,
#66b in full sheet, mixed condition ............. Est. $750/1,000

1403 m

Cancel Collection
Web
$500
Over 1,500 mounted on Vario pages, glassines and small
box, mostly on #35, 38, 39, 42, 43, 74 and 75, ranging from
dated cancels to targets, fine to very fine .......... Est. $500/750

1404

)

HH

Cover Group
$425
194, 1930’s to 1970’s sleeved and priced group, incl. various
cachets incl. CAM’s, censored, 1930’s-40’s Navy related, some
pre-statehood incl. postal card usages, 1950’s Paquet Boat
marking with G.B. adhesives, retail $2642, fine to very fine
overall, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ......... Est. $600/800

1405 m

Cancel Retail Stock
$350
Few hundred identified by M&H numbers, sorted and priced in
#102 cards, priced to around $20, generally fine to very fine, nice
selection for this popular area, Ex Ray Coughlin ..... Est. $500/750

1406 H)

Mint Postal Card Group, #UX1/9
$300
45 with 2 detached #UY2-3 and single UY4 cards, slightly
dupl., mostly clean group, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

Start Bid

1409 H

Philippines Intact Collection
$500
On old pages, mostly mint with blocks, pl. blocks, few
“Victory” overprints incl. #J21 used (PF cert), somewhat
mixed condition, fine overall, some Japanese Occupation items
with “No Opinion” certs as apparently there is no one Exercising at
this time ....................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1410 Hm

Philippines Intact Mint and Used
Collection
Web
$350
Oldtime collection, on pages with few flight covers, few
overprint dups., “OB”s, panes, Airs, Special Delivery, later
mint blocks, few Spanish period, fresh throughout, mostly
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $500/750

1411 m

Philippines Mostly Used Collection
$100
Many hundreds housed in album from 1859 to 1972, early issues
mostly used with a few early forgeries, modern issues o.g., better
items incl. mint #C17-C28, fine to very fine ......... Est. $150/200

Guam Mint Group, #1/M4
Web
$250
1¢ to $1 1899 issue, E1 plus 1¢ and 2¢ Guard Mail, clean
group, fine to very fine ................................... Est. $400/600

Hawaii Collections
1399 Hm
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1412

H

HH

Ryukyus Mint Collection
$200
Mostly complete incl. #1a-7a hinged, few early dupl. sets
n.h. and o.g., later n.h. on hingeless pages, also Airs, fine to
very fine. Scott $1,878 .................................... Est. $300/350

1413

H

Hr

United Nations 1951 to 2010 Stock
$350
In 4 Elbe stockbooks, n.h., unpicked, starting with #1, incl.
2 mint, 2 used of #38, all neatly arranged by Scott number,
also some stationery, flag sheets, clean, conservative cat., fine
to very fine. 2008 Scott $10,000 ...................... Est. $500/700

U.S. Postal History Collections
See State lots 338 to 359
1414

)

1415 F)

Stampless Stock by State
$1,700
Around 375, mostly East Coast, all sleeved and priced,
emphasis on Maryland and New York, few Michigan,
Maine, etc., priced up to around $50, clean overall, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................. Est. $2,000/3,000
Auxiliary Markings, Censored, Foreign
Destinations
$1,300
659 consisting of 153 auxiliary priced at $2,610, 237 censor
at $4,229, and 269 Foreign at $4,967, mostly 20th Century,
sleeved, priced, and sorted, in Pittsburgh box, Censored incl.
considerable Foreign, mostly late 19th to mid 20th Century,
few unpriced, usual condition, retail $11,800, Ex. Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ................................. Est. $1,500/1,800

"Web" indicates that image(s) will be found on our website,
www.harmershau.com.
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1416

)

Western States Stock
$800
544, sleeved and priced, mostly classic to 1940’s period,
consists of Arizona (77), California (125), Colorado (213),
Mexico (86), Oregon (12), and also Montana, Utah and
Washington with only a few, typical condition, retail $6395,
Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ........... Est. $1,000/1,400

1417

)

19th & 20th Century Dealer Stock
$700
Over 800 sleeved, mostly DPO and Doanes identified and
priced, noted advertising along with some postcards, noted
Helbock rarity 8 within, a useful group, mostly fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1418

)

Three 1933 Balbo Flights
Web
$500
Consisting of Chicago-NY flight, and two from NY to Shoal
Harbour, Canada one with additional St. John’s arrival on
reverse, one with small corner fault. AAMC #1184
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1419

)

42 Different Civil War
Web
$500
Incl. handdrawn, many with allover designs, etc., typical
condition, from oldtime collection ................... Est. $750/1,000

1420

)

Retail Stock
$450
Few hundred all sleeved, virtually all commercial, mostly late
19th to early 20th Century, incl. considerable advert., typical
condition, Ex Ray Coughlin ............................ Est. $700/900

1421

)

Group of 4 Better Classics
Web
$350
Consists of #31 1858 Columbia, Cal; #1 1850 folded letter;
#79 Virginia to NY (signed on reverse by Ashbrook and
Brookman); and #308 block of 6 (tear one stamp) tied by
“U.S. Postal Agency Shanghai, China Reg’d, Feb 24 1914"
c.d.s. on cover to Norwalk, Conn., endorsed ”Per Korea",
flap with printed “Astor House Hotel, Shanghai”, fine lot,
Ex Bennett 2007 auction unsold lots ................... Est. $500/750
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1428

)

Interesting Accumulation
$260
About 100, 19th to mid 20th Century, incl. group of Black
Jacks, 3-color 1858 franking to England, Petersburg, VA
Confederate stampless, a few unofficial bisects, generally fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1429

)

Official Mail
$250
Several hundred or so Official envelopes with various rates,
Official Postal Stationery, and several larger pieces all
addressed from or to U.S. Air Force Academy in Colorado
Springs, several used high values, fine ............ Est. $400/600

1430

)

Few Hundred Flights
Web
$250
Mostly 1930’s-40’s period with #C1-6 usages, first flights,
mostly FAM’s, CAM’s, many with #C12 usages, few
Akron, also few Canadian CAM’s, etc., fine to very fine, from
oldtime collection .............................................. Est. $400/600

1431

)

Oldtime Classic Group
Web
$250
Couple hundred, 1850’s to 1920’s period, mostly 19th
Century with stationery usages, corner cards, #65 usages,
also AEF, etc., mixed condition ..................... Est. $400/600

1432

)

Postal Stationery Collection
$250
19th & 20th Century collection mounted on homemade
pages in nine binders, features a large assortment of entires
and some cut squares, great group for usages, cancels,
Officials, errors and varieties, dupl., will prove rewarding,
generally fine or better, fine overall ................. Est. $400/500

1433

)

66 Intact Stampless
$250
Virtually all folded letters, early to mid 1800’s, incl.
Philadelphia with red and blue strikes, incl. 1828, New
Orleans “Steam 10" in red, Georgia, Mass.,
Trans-Continental, many addressed to NYC, clean overall,
from oldtime lot ................................................ Est. $350/450

1422

)

19th Century Better Group
Web
$300
Almost 40 with Official, Confederates, 1869 Issue,
Trans-Atlantic adhesives and more., Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate
....................................................................... Est. $425/525

1434

)

Advertising Retail Group
Web
$250
48 all sleeved and priced, a few all-over, multi-color etc.,
retail $1,300, an interesting and attractive group, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/350

1423

)

19th Century Advertising
Web
$300
Over 40 covers with a wide variety of subjects, mainly
illustrated incl. overall ads and a few color ads., Ex Ernst
Sielaff Estate ................................................... Est. $400/500

1435

)

Washington Franklin Group of 50+ Web
$240
Collection with a good variety of issues and markings, noted
Foreign destinations, registered, official seals and much
more, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate ........................... Est. $300/400

1424

)

Local Post Group
Web
$280
5 Blood’s incl. #15L18 with #26, 3 Boyd’s incl. handstamp
cancel only, and City Despatch (#40L1) on faulty cover,
mixed condition ............................................. Est. $400/600

1436

)

1425

)

Bank Note Group of 37
Web
$280
With nice marking, Trans-Atlantics, Postage Dues and more;
incl. 15¢ #152 with straight edge on U68 circa 1872 Salisbury,
Mo. registered to Braintree, Vt.; and 7¢ #149 c1875 St. Paul,
Minn. to Leipzig, Germany via New York Paid All Br. Transit
red cds., Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate ........................... Est. $400/500

Oversized Classic to Early 20th
Century
$230
75, incl. stampless, Wells Fargo, usages on envelopes, Bank
Notes, Free Franks and Bureau issues, mixed condition,
retail $2,150, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1437

)

Lower End Priced Stock
$200
Few hundred, about ¾ early to mid 20th Century in ¾ full
Pittsburgh box, sleeved and priced, some stationery usages,
virtually all commercial mail, usual condition, Ex. Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ....................................... Est. $300/400

Early Commemoratives Group of 35 Web
$270
Emphasis on pre-1920, incl. registered, Foreign destinations,
markings and more, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate ....... Est. $350/450

1438

)

1850’s to 1930’s Group
Web
$200
About 800 total, incl. 50, 1851-1857 3¢ issues in binder incl.
cameos, some with contents, plus later sleeved sorted by
issue, about 30% Postal Stationery, condition of earlies
mixed, otherwise fine ..................................... Est. $300/400

1426

1427

)

)

Twentieth Century Advertising
Web
$270
Over 55 with a wide variety of subjects, mainly illustrated
incl. overall ads and a few color ads., Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate
....................................................................... Est. $350/450
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1439

)

20th Century Commercial and FD’s
$200
Mostly 1930’s-40’s period with better cachets, some Airmail,
AEF, etc., better than normally seen, from oldtime collection
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1451

)

Airmail Group of 18
Web
$150
Mostly commercial oversea Airmail with a good showing of
unusual destinations and a couple of unusual flights., Ex
Ernst Sielaff Estate .......................................... Est. $200/250

1440

)

Twentieth Century Group of 51
Web
$200
Strong on 1902 Definitive, Parcel Posts and Prexies, nice
usages with many to Foreign destinations and some
interesting markings; incl. Special Delivery #375 and E7
1911 Augusta, GA. to Charleston, SC, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate
....................................................................... Est. $300/350

1452

)

Mostly Stampless Group
$140
About 53 stampless with some G.B. incl. Mass. and Rhode
Island addresses early to mid 1800’s, also 5 early adhesive
covers, 2 France Napoleon internal usages, couple
Trans-Atlantic .............................................. Est. $200/250

1453

)

1441

)

Small Select Stampless Group
Web
$200
19 folded letters, mostly Eastern incl. oval green Newport,
Rhode Island 1823, Taunton, Mass 5 in blue, Washington
City Free 1827, group of Worchester, Mass with fancy Paid
3, 1849 New York to Belgian Consulate in Boston, 3 New
Orleans in red, blue and black with large Paid 10 to Boston,
etc., fine to very fine lot ................................... Est. $250/350

Classic 3¢ Cover Lot
$130
About 89, incl. #11, 26, 65, 114 usages, few colored cancels,
one Blood’s, also 2¢ Black Jack, usual condition, Ex Vadheim
collection ......................................................... Est. $200/300

1454

)

Mostly Wells Fargo Group
Web
$130
18 with 10 used, incl. Pacific Union (2), fine to very fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $200/300

1442

)

Military Group
$200
Box of about 2,000 mostly WWII era military, A.P.O.’s,
F.P.O.’s, ships and more, a few earlier and a few later, nice,
useful group, fine overall ................................ Est. $250/350

1443

)

19th Century Group
Web
$200
15 small sized, from #11A to grill issues, many from
Vermont ........................................................ Est. $200/250

1444

1445

1446

)

)

)

1852 to 1865 3¢ Grouping
Web
$180
48 covers in binder, incl. 8 with enclosures, #10, 10A, 11,
11A, 25, 64 and 64b, plus 1851 to 1861 correspondence to
William Russell Proctor, Civil Engineer, noted several with
good content incl. pre-Civil War Patriotic, one to Canada,
condition mixed, generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $300/400
Postal Stationery Group of 40+
Web
$180
Envelopes and postal card, incl. town cancels, fancy cancels,
oversea destinations, reply card returned from overseas and
more, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate ........................... Est. $240/300
1861 to 1868 Group of 19
Web
$170
With transatlantic, patriotic, sanitary commission,
advertising and more; incl. #68 and 76 circa 1868
Columbus, O. to Drilburg, Prussia with red cds N. York 12
Br., Pk. Paid, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate ............... Est. $250/300

1447

)

1890’s-1930’s Group With Expos
Web
$150
About 50, noted Pan-American, St. Louis, and other Expos,
advertising, a few FDC’s, colorful group, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $250/350

1448

)

Confederate Group of 11 Covers
Web
$150
Incl. #2 (margins all round), #1 clear to large margins, etc.
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1449

)

Commercial Cover Dealer Stock
$150
About 800, mostly from late 19th Century to mid 20th
Century with a few modern, containing commercial, Postal
Stationery, etc., all sleeved, fine to very fine ..... Est. $200/250

1450

)

1851 to 1857 Group of 20
Web
$150
Incl. #9, 10, 24, 25 and 35, Trans-Atlantic and markings,
Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate ..................................... Est. $200/250

1455 Hm) 1893 Columbian Expo Cover and
Card Collection
Web
$120
18 covers incl. 14 stamped envelopes, 14 postcards, a few
tickets and passes, and an aluminum medal, unusual
grouping, generally fine to very fine ............... Est. $200/300
1456

)

Western States and Related Group
$120
About 100 items. 19th + 20th Century postal history,
territories, plus 1850’s litho print, Indians hunting Buffalo,
ephemera, mining stock certificate with Revenues, etc., few
faults but generally fine .................................. Est. $200/300

1457

)

19th & 20th Century Accumulation
$120
Over 300 covers (one third 19th, two thirds 20th), incl. wide
range of markings, some advertising, ephemera, stampless,
postcards and stationery, generally fine .......... Est. $200/300

1458

)

1928 to 1932 Catapult Mail
Web
$120
8 covers, either U.S. or German adhesives, sound and all
tied, 5 from ship Bremen, 2 from Europa, 1 from S.S. Ile de
France, a clean group, fine to very fine ............ Est. $200/300

1459

)

3¢ Cover Accumulation, #65
$120
38 incl. multiple usages, Civil War Union Revival Ministers
group of 4, mostly fine or better ...................... Est. $120/150

1460

)

Special Delivery Group
$100
Specialized collection on pages in a binder, nice array of over
50 covers incl. many Air, some Registered, worth inspection,
fine lot ........................................................... Est. $200/300

1461

)

Five Waterbury Covers
Web
$100
4 clearly tied on 3¢ green Bank Notes, one embossed corner
card with 1¢, fine set ....................................... Est. $150/200

1462

)

60 Different Fancy Cancels on Postal
Cards
Web
$100
1873 to 1890’s, between #UX3-9, mostly East Coast and
incl. few colored, fine ..................................... Est. $150/200

1463

)

DPO Stock
$100
Couple hundred circa 1900 to mostly 1940’s with Northern
and Oregon, extensive postcard usages, also Nebraska, etc.,
Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................. Est. $150/200
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1464

)

Stampless 1799 to 1860’s Collection Web
$100
23 folded letters, identified on pages, all East Coast, starting
with 1799 Berkshire, Mass carried outside of the mail, 1
Trans-Atlantic, 2 Blood’s Despatch, 2 to Canada West,
steamship from Gibara, Cuba, fine to very fine overall, Ex
Vadheim collection ............................................ Est. $150/200

1465

)

Fourth Bureau Group of 23
Web
$100
Many 14¢ noted, Airmail, Foreign destinations, good usages
and more., Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate .................... Est. $120/150

1466

)

Exposition Group of 20
Web
$100
Covers and cards, incl. stations, slogans and ship markings.,
Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate ..................................... Est. $120/150

1467

1468

)

)
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1475

)

Early First Day Holding
$350
Original collection on pages in eight binders, incl. 2¢
Lincoln #367 (2) Woodstock, Vermont and Atlantic City,
New Jersey, then 1920’s-40’s incl. various 2¢ reds,
Washington Bicentennial blocks complete, national parks,
misc. Farleys, Army/Navy, overrun countries, airs etc., one
volume dedicated to specialized Famous Americans with
FDCs, plate blocks and general covers, overall good variety
of cachets incl. multicolored, Staehle, Cachet Craft, Crosbys,
Ken Boll, Ioor, etc., well worth inspection, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/750

1476

)

First Day and Event Cover Hoard
$300
Several thousand contained in five cartons, from early 1930’s
through 1980’s, wide range of cachets, event cancels etc., big
selection of event cachets as well, light dupl., a diverse and
useful accumulation, Fine to Very Fine .......... Est. $400/600

1477

)

Jets Flight Stock
$300
Couple hundred sets, in 2 Pittsburgh boxes,
#J200-J1758/59, all in matched sets, identified, sleeved, and
priced, some dupl. sets, with different adhesives, few signed,
clean throughout, retail $3,165, Ex. Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock .................................................. Est. $400/600

1478

)

FAM Select Stock
$300
Mostly Pan-Am from #F5-240F to F46-25 in 60 complete
series, dupl. with some different adhesives, identified,
sleeved, and priced, clean, retail $3,095, Ex. Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ....................................... Est. $400/600

1479

)

CAM First Flights
Web
$200
About 350-400 mid-1920’s to early 1930’s, also group of
early mostly French aviation postcards and photos in binder
incl. Ovington, generally fine to very fine ....... Est. $300/400

1480

)

Hoover to Truman Inaugural Covers
$200
12 cachet (7 addressed), inauguration of three Presidents,
plus a Fluegel commemorating F.D.R. death in office, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $300/400

1481

)

1942 to 1945 Linto WWII Patriotic
Dealer Stock
$800
Over 675, all different, sleeved and priced, ready for retail,
also incl. about 30 Linto U.N. FDCs, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

Collector’s Naval Group
$130
Over 300, mostly 1930’s-40’s unduplicated selection, incl.
Crosby, notes ones sunk, incl. in group is few commercial
censored, occasional Foreign ship or paquebot markings,
overall clean group ......................................... Est. $200/300

1482

)

1935 to 1941 Linto Naval Stock
$650
Over 375, all different, sleeved and priced, ready for retail,
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,000/1,200

FDC Hoard With Foreign
$100
Thousands, 4 bankers boxes U.S. 1940’s-1990’s, 1 bankers
box Foreign 1970’s-1980’s, fine to very fine ... Est. $200/250

1483

)

Space With Local Post Adhesives
$100
600-700 mostly 1970’s-80’s period with slight dupl., few
Foreign, clean, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1484

)

First Day and Event Cover Hoard
$90
Housed in two cartons containing modern hand painted,
Crosby, WWII patriotic, military cachets, events and first
flights, a wide and diverse group, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1485

)

Modern Balloon Group
$60
Few hundred mostly 1970’s-80’s period with slight dupl.,
few 1930’s period and few Foreign, incl. some with Local
adhesives, clean, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

Stampless Group
$90
About 35, ranging from 1830’s to 1860’s, incl. covers and
folded letters, noted one “Due 21" Trans-atlantic from
Bremen with content relating to Civil War, an interesting
group, fine or better ....................................... Est. $150/200
Expo Pre WWII Lot
$70
Few hundred with various cancels, majority postcards with
occasional Fair related view, also stationery usages, mixed
condition, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock . Est. $100/150

First Day and Cachet Makers
1469

1470

1471

1472

1473

1474

)

)

)

)

)

)

Start Bid

Extensive FAM Retail Stock
$4,000
About 2,000+, sorted, sleeved, priced, and identified,
consisting of FAM #1-9, 17-22, 24-34/38 and 46, #18 full
sets, #14 full sets or round-the-world, scarce Pan-Am,
better Jet flights, fair amount of Foreign adhesive issues,
needs inspection, clean stock, retail approx. $40,000, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................. Est. $5,000/7,000
Better Aviation Dedication,
Air Week Stock
$1,000
1,457, 1930’s-1970’s period, sleeved, priced, and sorted, in 2
Pittsburgh boxes, sorted by States, all identified by AAMC
numbers, incl. occasional better, few dups., clean stock, retail
$10,479, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock . Est. $1,200/1,500

Extensive Backup Stock
$500
Few thousand in 6 full Pittsburgh boxes, mostly sleeved and
priced, sorted by category incl. “V”, slogans, Pearl Harbor, flag,
cartoons, Airmail, all cachet but some commercial usages with
APO and Naval markings, clean overall ......... Est. $750/1,000
Naval Ship Stock
$350
Many hundreds 1930’s and later, sleeved and priced in 4
Pittsburgh boxes, incl. categories by ship, Canada and
Foreign Allied, few photo postcards, Navy Day and
Christmas Day cancels, China, box with ships in alpha order,
box of subs and research, Tokyo Bay, Beck and Handpainted,
Coast Guard, “Old Ironsides”, nice selection, mostly fine to
very fine, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock .... Est. $500/750
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Crosby Cachet Related Stamping
Devices, Etc.
$50
Incl. samples, few dating devices, cutout examples of state
seals, Naval markings, unusual, inspect, Ex. Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ....................................... Est. $100/200

Lot

Description

1498

)

Picture Postcard Estate
Web
$100
Nice selection of over 50 with aviation, naval, town views,
Portola Festival and more, many real photos, most all
Premium, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate .................... Est. $150/200

1499

)

1904 St. Louis Worlds Fair
$60
33 mint or used and two covers with Expo cancels, some used
cards with expo cancels, retail $604, fine overall, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $100/150

1500

)

Early Selection
$50
Around 200 mostly used with various scenes of California
incl. early Mountain View, holidays, etc., v.g.-fine
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

Postcards
1487 H)

1488

)

Modern Australia
$150
About 400, sorted by states, mixed mint and used from about
1940 to more recent chromes, some just photos, used with
stamps removed, otherwise generally fine ....... Est. $200/300
Austria Expositions and Royalty
Web
$150
Group of 38 premium cards, few with messages so extremely
clean, Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate ........................... Est. $200/250

United States
1489 H)

Large Western Accumulation
$500
Roughly 10,000 in 3 full bankers boxes, mostly U.S. with
much Western, emphasis on California, mix of earlies to
more modern, mint and used, some sleeved, mostly unsorted,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $700/800

1490 H)

Expos Accumulation
$250
About 1,700, incl. Alaska-Yukon, Jamestown,
Panama-Pacific, Chicago World’s Fair, mostly mint,
semi-sorted, generally fine ............................. Est. $400/500

1491

International Order of Odd Fellows
$200
About 400, mostly early 20th Century Eastern and
Midwestern states showing I.O.O.F. buildings, more used
than mint, almost all sleeved, mostly fine ........ Est. $300/400

)

1492 H)

California Missions
$200
About 800, sorted my mission, mostly mint from early 20th
Century, mostly fine ...................................... Est. $300/400

1493 H)

Large Collection
$180
Thousands, 3 boxes in binders, mostly used 1910’s-1940’s,
sorted by topic, incl. States and holidays, and 1 box loose U.S.
sorted and Foreign unsorted, mostly mint, mostly fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1494 H)

Portland OR Accumulation
$150
Around 300 mint and used plus small group of ephemera,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $200/300

1495 Hm) 1894 California Midwinter Expo
$120
13 different mint, 3 different used, and aluminum medal,
light overall toning on address side, some with corner wear
....................................................................... Est. $200/300
1496 Hm) Early Group With Expos
$120
About 125 mint and used, noted Pan-American,
Alaska-Yukon, St. Louis, Jamestown, Panama-Pacific, also
a few Zeppelins incl. one German flown, some with small
double-sided tape on one corner, usual wear on the used
cards as expected, very good to excellent ......... Est. $200/300
1497 Hm) Mostly U.S. Group
$100
Thousand or more mint and used, early to modern, many
Southern California, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Start Bid

Worldwide Postcards
1501

)

Worldwide Better Group
Web
$300
Over 100 cards, strongest in Germany, but many others, incl.
Hindenburg WWI 8 part installment, many clean Gruss
Aus cards, much military both WWI and WWII, early
aviation and much more, not to be missed, Ex Ernst Sielaff
Estate ............................................................. Est. $400/500

1502 Hm) Six Volume Collection
$250
About 1,400 mint and used, early 20th Century cards neatly
mounted in albums, containing a wide variety of topics, early U.S.
factories, real photos, hold to light, Halloween and Santa, plus
Foreign cards from G.B., Canada, Italy, France, Germany, etc., a
clean and diverse lot, good to excellent ................. Est. $400/600
1503

)

Large Accumulation
$150
Thousands in two ¾ full bankers boxes, one mostly mint, one
mostly used, much U.S., G.B. and France, mostly
1920’s-1950’s, almost all sleeved, very good ... Est. $250/350

1504 Hm) Modern Balance Lot
$100
About 1,600 mint and used, 20th Century cards in a medium
box, containing a wide variety of topics, U.S., Germany,
Russia (mid to late 20th Century), real photos, Tahiti, plus
postal cards and stationery, very good ............. Est. $200/300
1505

)

Maritime Cards
Web
$100
Selection of 65 from all aspects of shipping and Navies
throughout the world, mostly premium cards, Ex Ernst
Sielaff Estate ................................................... Est. $160/200

1506 Hm) Small Accumulation
$50
Around 400-500, about 40% U.S. mostly early 20th
Century, 60% Foreign incl. chromes, all in small plastic
pages, mix of mint and used ........................... Est. $100/150

Ephemera
United States
1507

Mostly Mixed Lot
$250
Checks, stock certificates, bill heads, trade cards etc., one box
loose disorganized, one box in binders, somewhat mixed
condition ....................................................... Est. $400/500

We are now accepting consignments for the 2019
ORCO-EXPO auction in southern California.

August 11, 2018
Lot

Description

1508

Third Session
Lot

Description

Photos and Stereo Cards
$250
CDVs, tin types, ambro types etc., mostly individuals with
some families, mostly photos with a few dozen stereo cards,
mostly fine or better ....................................... Est. $300/400

1520

Trade Cards
$100
Roughly 750 glued in 4 worn scrapbooks, early 20th
Century, also 18 old stereo cards and a few old photos,
colorful group, typical condition .................... Est. $150/200

1509

Advertising Trade Cards
$200
Around 700, unsorted, interesting slice of the past, condition
a bit mixed ..................................................... Est. $300/400

1521

Ephemera Accumulation
$70
Incl. mortgages, maps, bills, photos, newspapers, noted CA
and IN, bit of Foreign, generally fine ............. Est. $150/200

1510

Civil War Accumulation
$180
About 40 historical items and covers, incl. 1850’s
Congressional documents listing many Officer, Generals,
future Civil War notables, Jefferson Davis, Sec. of War on
1st page, also similar 1865 Congressional pamphlet listing
Generals, 1862 Massachusetts draft printed document,
post-war Freedmen magazine, 1867 Mississippi
sharecroppers military sheets, Engravings, etc., generally
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1522

Eclectic Accumulation
$70
Noted illustrated souvenir book from St. Louis World’s
Fair, stock certificates, CDV’s, prohibition, fine or better
...................................................................... Est. $120/180

1523

Post Office Related Group
$60
About 50 items,19th & 20th Century, incl. Post Office
documents, 2 good size 1920’s negative photos of 1869
Inverts, Emilio Diena Litho Christmas card, oddball and
misc., generally fine ....................................... Est. $100/150

1524

Mostly 19th Century Accumulation
$50
Miscellaneous group of over 125 items incl. Revenue
documents, checks, stampless correspondence, Custom tags,
Warranty Deeds, Mortgages etc., a very eclectic group, fine
or better ......................................................... Est. $100/150

1525

1934 California Midwinter Fair
Exhibitor Pass
Web
$50
Photo tied to card along with pass # showing signature of
“S.L. Grow” with seal of Department of Admission, back
showing label for the show, piece out at top of Tabor
produced pass only affecting card, not seen before by us,
“Taber” was the Official photographer for the exhibition
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

1526

Space Collection Balance
$50
Incl. FDC’s, ceremony programs, Milestones of Flight, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $100/150

1511

1512

Start Bid
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Ephemera and Memorabilia
Accumulation in 4 Boxes
$150
Incl. photos, letterhead, blotters, checks (some with embossed
Revenues) advertising items, lots of Oregon related, fine,
realized $500 in Portland 2008 auction ............... Est. $250/350
Yosemite Group
$150
Brochures, maps, about 130 mostly mint earlier post cards,
photos etc., mostly fine or better ..................... Est. $200/300

1513

Circus Collection
$120
Mostly Sello-Floto, half postcards, half photos incl. Barnes
signed, generally fine ..................................... Est. $200/300

1514

Political Related Group
$120
About 80 Items, 19th & 20th Century, incl. range of
Presidents, 1880’s Civil Service magazine, Theo. Roosevelt
head, Postcards, Campaign Documents, some scarcer items,
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/300

Start Bid

1515

Americana Accumulation
$100
About 150 items, 19th Century incl. interesting historical
items, Documents, Newspapers, Prints, some covers, 20th
Century, incl. Hollywood, advertising, etc., diverse group,
fine ................................................................ Est. $250/300

1527

Worldwide Stereo View Tour of the
World by Keystone
$300
600 in 12 volumes plus about 100 additional cards, cards in
excellent condition, some of the imitation book boxes a bit
worn .............................................................. Est. $500/600

1516

WWI and WWII Accumulation
$100
About 120 items incl. covers, plus WWI small in-period photos,
British Aviation document, WWII 20+ newspaper front pages,
Japanese surrender newspaper, etc., inspect, fine ... Est. $200/300

1528

1517

Americana Accumulation
$100
New York newspapers from 1861-64 (8), military discharge
papers from mid 1800’s to early 1900’s, piece of Explorer II
canvas, Horace Greely signature, 1960’s screenplays
(Munsters, Hazel, etc.), political material, Expo tickets
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Worldwide 20th Century Labels and
Stickers Collection
$200
Eclectic group of Liquor, Wine, Cigar labels, highly complete
Abadie cigarette labels from 1928-1933 with many complete
sets, and English cigarette labels from 1920’s and 1930’s,
matchbook, axe, cheese and misc., Tobler chocolate album
virtually complete with cards from 1908, group of various
maps from 19th Century, plus vintage college window
stickers, many odd items too numerous to mention, some dupl.
throughout, a colorful and interesting assemblage, mostly
good to excellent, Ex Mike Mead ..................... Est. $300/400

1518

Match & Medicine Trade Cards
$100
Selection of 50+ and few additional ephemera related pieces,
nice condition overall, above average condition ... Est. $150/200

1529

U.S. and Germany Ephemera
Web
$150
Group of over 100 pieces of ephemera, incl. illustrated
letterhead, brochures, Revenue paper, Third Reich pictures
and more, useful lot., Ex Ernst Sielaff Estate .... Est. $200/250

1519

19th Century Checks, Billheads, Etc.
$100
Around 100 unpicked, incl. 1860’s-70’s bank checks, “RN’s”
from Milwaukee area, letterheads, couple G.B. indentures,
some later billheads, 5 diff. people watermark papers of bank
correspondence, also 2 President Diaz signed full documents
with various Revenues, inspect ........................ Est. $150/300

End of Third Session

